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Webinars:
5/7: RadiantOne FID and CIAM
5/21: FID and Outside-In Use Cases using Ping

Analyst Report:
The Future of Identity Management 2020-2025

Becoming a successful digital enterprise requires more than just investing in the latest disruptive tech. It
requires building personalized, frictionless and secure experiences for customers through a strong
Customer IAM (CIAM) foundation. But for many organizations, this is hampered by data being spread
across a broad range of offline and internal systems.

Siloed data causes frustrating experiences for users, such as: having to fill in the same information
multiple times, being offered stuff they don’t want, or not receiving access to all their accounts.

Tailored, user-facing services require complete profiles accrued from all sources of information.
One that progressively integrates data—so customers get a richer experience over time. And, while
customer satisfaction may be king, it is protected by the powerful queen: essential data security, consent
and privacy protection.

 

WEBINAR:
RadiantOne FID and CIAM

As the world shifts to offer traditionally storefront and in-person services remotely—large enterprises are
being challenged to provide secure, “outside-in” access management along with seamless user
experience. Join us to discuss how a 360-degree view of your customer is the key to a satisfying digital
experience.
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Schedule a demo | Unsubscribe

Date: Thursday, May 7, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern
Guest: Doug Simmons, Managing Director & Principal Consulting Analyst, TechVision Research

REGISTER

 

WEBINAR:
FID and Outside-In Use Cases Using Ping

Diving deeper into the needs of both CIAM and growing remote workforces, we’ll discuss how federated
identity and directory services (FID) can provide users access to applications beyond firewalls remotely.
While using real-world examples involving PingFederate, we’ll illustrate how RadiantOne integrates and
rationalizes all a user’s information to be utilized as needed for personalized experiences.

Date: Thursday, May 21, 11:00 a.m. Pacific / 2:00 p.m. Eastern
Guest: Doug Simmons, Managing Director & Principal Consulting Analyst, TechVision Research

REGISTER

 

ANALYST REPORT:
The Future of Identity Management 2020-2025

TechVision Research just released their transformed, highly actionable report to help enterprises plan their
next generation IAM foundation. It covers developing concrete, five-year plans that include the
establishment and maintenance of identities throughout their lifecycle, security of these critical assets, and
support for multiple applications and consumers of Identity services. Plus, an updated “Top Twelve List”
of areas enterprises should focus on in planning their future-state IAM portfolio.
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